Old Ford Road | London
| E3
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Fantastic three bedroom maisonette arranged over the second and third (top) floors of this
purpose built apartment block, directly opposite Victoria Park on Old Ford Road.
• Victoria Park Location • Immediate Access to Canal Tow Paths • Three Bedrooms • Good Natural Light Throughout • Two Private Balconies • Good
Transport Links

£435,000 |

....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Fantastic three bedroom maisonette arranged over
the second and third (top) floors of this purpose
built apartment block, directly opposite Victoria
Park on Old Ford Road.
Upside down accommodation maximises the
excellent natural light, with the living space and
kitchen on the top floor. A small private balcony
to the rear, off the living room, and a larger private
balcony at the front, accessed directly from the
eat-in kitchen, are great for al fresco dining in the
summer months. There is a bedroom on the top
floor, two well-proportioned double rooms on the
floor below and a family bathroom with wallmounted shower.
Tufnell Court is set back from Old Ford Road and
benefits from easy access to Victoria Park, canal
towpath for those who walk or cycle, and Roman
Road which offers local amenities. Several
transport links are nearby including various bus
routes, Mile End underground (Central, District
& Hammersmith & City) and Bow Church DLR.
Available from the end of July, part-furnished or
unfurnished.
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Important Notice - These particulars have been prepared in good faith and they are not intended to constitute part of an offer or contract. We have not
performed a structural survey on this property and the services, appliances and specific fittings have not been tested. All photographs, measurements, floor
plans and distances referred to are given as a guide and should not be relied upon.

